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Network meta-analysis (NMA)

NMA synthesises both direct and indirect evidence in a network of trials that 
contain multiple interventions

can give valuable insight into the comparative benefits and harms of multiple 
alternative treatment options
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Network meta-analysis (NMA)

NMA synthesises both direct and indirect evidence in a network of trials that 
contain multiple interventions

can give valuable insight into the comparative benefits and harms of multiple 
alternative treatment options
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NMA output

- All relative treatment effects

- A treatment hierarchy

NMA effect



Presentation of NMA treatment effects
NMA A NMA B

Treatment A1
Treatment A2
Treatment A3
Treatment A4
Treatment A5
Treatment A6
Treatment A7
Treatment A8
Treatment A9
Treatment A10
Treatment A11
Treatment A12
Treatment A13
Treatment A14
Treatment A15
Treatment A16
Treatment A17
Treatment A18

Treatment B1
Treatment B2
Treatment B3
Treatment B4
Treatment B5
Treatment B6
Treatment B7
Treatment B8
Treatment B9
Treatment B10
Treatment B11
Treatment B12
Treatment B13
Treatment B14
Treatment B15
Treatment B16
Treatment B17
Treatment B18
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NMA A NMA B



Looking at all treatment effects is recommended



Motivation - Outline

43% of published NMAs present some form of treatment hierarchy

Petropoulou M, Nikolakopoulou A, Veroniki A-A, Rios P, Vafaei A, Zarin W, et al. Bibliographic study showed improving 
statistical methodology of network meta-analyses published between 1999 and 2015. J Clin Epidemiol. 2016

Producing a treatment hierarchy is very useful and at the same time debatable
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Where does the usefulness of ranking comes from?
It is easier to highlight more clearly individual differences between treatments



Looking at all treatment effects is recommended

Ranking metrics summarise this table in diffe
rent w

ays



Ranking Metrics
Methodologists debate several issues underpinning the ranking metrics obtained from NMA

Main criticisms

§ They are clinically not relevant
§ They are difficult to interpret

Looking at all treatment effects is recommended

What question do ranking metrics answer?

§ Is it clinically not relevant?
§ Is it difficult to interpret?



Probability of being best 
(or having the best mean outcome value)

% probability A B C D

j=1 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.00

j=2 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.00

j=3 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

j=4 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.75

i =A,B,C,D the treatment
j the rank

Compute for each treatment the probability of being at each possible position

Derived in a Bayesian or in a frequentist framework using a resampling method

What is the probability that A is first? 

What is the probability that C is second? 

Treatment hierarchy question: Which treatment is most likely to have the best 
(most desirable) mean value on the studied outcome?
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% cumulative 
probability A B C D

j=1 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.00

j=2 0.50 0.75 0.75 0.00

j=3 0.75 1.00 1.00 0.25

j=4 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

i =A,B,C,D the treatment
j the rank

What is the probability that A is first or second? 

What is the probability that D is among the best three options? 

Cumulative probabilities of being at each rank



Surface under the cumulative ranking curve

The areas under the 
cumulative curves (SUCRA) 
for the four treatments of 
the example above are 
A=0.5
B=0.75
C=0.67
D=0.08 
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Treatment hierarchy question: Which treatment has the largest fraction of 
competitors that it beats?
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Cipriani A, Furukawa TA, Salanti G, Chaimani A, Atkinson LZ, Ogawa Y, et al. Comparative efficacy and acceptability of 21 antidepressant 
drugs for the acute treatment of adults with major depressive disorder: a systematic review and network meta-analysis. Lancet 2018.

Primary outcome: efficacy, 
defined as at least 50% 
reduction in the symptoms’ 
scales between baseline and 8 
weeks of follow up 

What if other hierarchy questions are of interest?



What is the probability that Vortioxetine ranks first, Bupropion second and 
Escitalopram third? 

What is the probability that Vortioxetine, Bupropion and Escitalopram are the 
best three treatments?

What is the probability that Vortioxetine has better outcome value than that of 
Bupropion and Bupropion has better outcome value than that of Escitalopram?

What is the probability that Vortioxetine, Bupropion and Escitalopram have an 
odds ratio of 1.25 or higher against Fluoxetine?

What is the probability that Vortioxetine, Bupropion and Escitalopram have an 
odds ratio of 1 or higher against Fluoxetine?

What if other hierarchy questions are of interest?



Set a number of criteria

Which hierarchies satisfy 
these constraints?

How certain we are about 
each one of these 
hierarchies?

Perform NMA

Find all possible treatment hierarchies and compute
their probability of occurring
By sampling from the NMA relative treatment effects
distribution (as for probabilities of being at each rank)

*Computing all 𝑇! hierarchies is computationally intensive but is not needed.
Only the most frequent ones are recorded

Approach



Set a number of criteria

Which hierarchies satisfy 
these constraints?

How certain we are about 
each one of these 
hierarchies?

Perform NMA

Approach

What is the probability that Vortioxetine ranks 
first, Bupropion second and Escitalopram third? 

Derive all possible hierarchies & filter those 
that satisfy the desired criterion

Add the frequencies of the hierarchies that 
satisfy the set criterion



The nmarank package



The nmarank package

nmarank: This function specifies the frequencies of hierarchies along with their 
estimated probabilities and the probability that a specified criterion holds

condition: This function defines a condition that is of interest to be satisfied 
involving a set of treatments in the network 

Opposite
%AND%
%OR%
%XOR%

Combine conditions

Output of nmarank
An object of class nmarank: A list containing:
hierarchies: A list of the most frequent hierarchies along with their estimated 
probability of occurrence
probabilityOfSelection: Combined probability of all hierarchies that 
satisfy the defined condition

Arguments in nmarank
TE.nma: An object of class netmeta or a matrix with network effects
condition: Condition that should be satisfied (see later)
VCOV.nma: variance-covariance matrix for network estimates
pooled: A character indicating whether the hierarchy is calculated for the fixed 
effects (“fixed”) or random effects (“random”) model. 
nsim: number of simulations
small.values: A character string specifying whether small treatment effects 
indicate  a “good”  or  “bad” effect



The nmarank package

nmarank: This function specifies the frequencies of hierarchies along with their 
estimated probabilities and the probability that a specified criterion holds

condition: This function defines a condition that is of interest to be satisfied 
involving a set of treatments in the network 

Opposite
%AND%
%OR%
%XOR%

Combine conditions
Arguments in condition

fn: Character string specifying type of condition
…: Function arguments

Output of condition
A list with the defined function and its arguments



The nmarank package



Set a number of criteria

Which hierarchies satisfy 
these constraints?

How certain we are about 
each one of these 
hierarchies?

Perform NMA

Example 1: network of 21 antidepressants



Example 1: network of 21 antidepressants

What is the probability that Vortioxetine ranks first, Bupropion second and 
Escitalopram third? 9%

What is the probability that Vortioxetine, Bupropion and Escitalopram are the best 
three treatments? 19%

What is the probability that Vortioxetine has better outcome value than that of 
Bupropion and Bupropion has better outcome value than that of Escitalopram? 33%

What is the probability that Vortioxetine, Bupropion and Escitalopram have an odds 
ratio of 1.25 or higher against Fluoxetine? 45%

What is the probability that Vortioxetine, Bupropion and Escitalopram have an odds 
ratio of 1 or higher against Fluoxetine? 92%



R shiny

https://thodoris-papakonstantinou.shinyapps.io/nmarankshiny/

https://thodoris-papakonstantinou.shinyapps.io/nmarankshiny/


Primary Outcome: mortality

Favors treatment Favors Placebo

Example 2: Treatments for chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (COPD)

• The hierarchy is exactly “SFC, Salmeterol, Placebo, Fluticasone”

• SFC is better than Fluticasone and Fluticasone is better than Placebo. The order 
“SFC, Fluticasone, Placebo” is retained anywhere in the hierarchy

• Salmeterol is 2nd

• Fluticasone is among the two best options



Ranking Metrics
Methodologists debate several issues underpinning the ranking metrics obtained from NMA

Main criticisms

§ They are clinically not relevant
§ They are difficult to interpret
§ They are not accompanied by a measure of uncertainty

Uncertainty within each ranking metric Uncertainty of the entire treatment hierarchy



Treatment	A

Treatment	C

Treatment	B

Treatment	D

Treatment	A

Treatment	C

Treatment	B

Treatment	D

Uncertainty of the entire treatment hierarchy
Preliminary suggestion: 
look at the shape of rankograms

Idea: 
formalize this using our approach

Alternatives:
- Magnitude of most frequent 

hierarchy
- Summary of the “hierarchy matrix” 

(e.g. their variance)
- Ratio of most frequent hierarchy to 

the rest

B, C, D, A: higher probability

B, C, D, A: smaller probability



Treatment	A

Treatment	C

Treatment	B

Treatment	D

Treatment	A

Treatment	C

Treatment	B

Treatment	D

Uncertainty of the entire treatment hierarchy
Drawback:
All these depend on the number of 
treatments

Alternative way of judging precision:
Looking at the certainty of the specified 
criteria of interest 
(could be the derived hierarchy by 
SUCRAs)

Scenario:
Examples with imprecise results but 
associated with certainty around 
specific criteria relevant for decision 
making



Ranking Metrics
Methodologists debate several issues underpinning the ranking metrics obtained from NMA

Main criticisms

§ They are clinically not relevant
§ They are difficult to interpret
§ They are not accompanied by a measure of uncertainty
§ They do not account for multiple outcomes



Future directions: 
multiple outcomes & benefit-harm considerations

a) For the selected hierarchies examine their precision for other outcomes

b) Sample separately or simultaneously from two or more outcomes and measure the
frequency for each one of the possible hierarchies for all outcomes

c) Incorporate benefit-harm considerations

d) Apply to a clinical example (either for one or multiple outcomes)

Hierarchy Outcome 1 Outcome 2 Outcome 3

B, C, D, A 28% 10% 35%

𝑃 𝐴 = 4 ∩ 𝐵 = 1 ∩ 𝐶 = 2 ∩ 𝐷 = 3 !" ∩ 𝑃 𝐴 = 4 ∩ 𝐵 = 1 ∩ 𝐶 = 2 ∩ 𝐷 = 3 !#

but only if the treatments are exactly the same which is rare in practice. 
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